
Coronet is a world-leading cybersecurity provider for organizations of every size.  
Our award-winning solution brings enterprise-grade cyber defense at an affordable  
price. Designed specifically to meet the needs of mid-market businesses and organizations 
with lean IT teams, our all-in-one platform removes the complexity and cost of traditional 
security products.

Through SecureCloud, organizations receive data breach protection and coverage for the 
most popular cloud applications (Office365, G-Suite, Slack, Dropbox). We provide 
enhanced email protection, guarding against phishing scams, malware or ransomware 
attacks. Our platform monitors hardware vulnerabilities, eliminating cyberthreats and 
regulatory violations across company-provided devices as well as personal devices that 
could be exposed to harmful external networks or malicious apps.

That’s why 2,000 organizations with over 12+ Million users worldwide trust Coronet’s 
AI technology to detect and mitigate threats in real-time - and without the need for  
a security team. 

Our partnerships with leading cloud-based 
technology firms like Dropbox and technology 
providers like Lenovo, enable us to offer 
unparalleled coverage across overlooked 
vulnerabilities.

Click logos for more information.
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All-in-One Cybersecurity You Can Trust

12 TV news spots

41 press hits

3,000+ mentions

28 TV segments

https://www.dropbox.com/app-integrations/coronet
https://www.lenovo.com/us/en/business/security-console
https://cyberdefenseawards.com/cyber-defense-global-awards-winners-for-2019/
https://www.prweb.com/releases/cybersecurity_firm_coronet_wins_gold_in_the_15th_annual_info_security_pg_s_2019_global_excellence_awards/prweb16083683.htm
https://www.crn.com/slide-shows/storage/emerging-security-vendors-to-know-in-2019/4
https://newsroom.cisco.com/press-release-content?type=webcontent&articleId=1645116
https://ww2.frost.com/news/press-releases/frost-sullivan-applauds-coronets-pioneering-mobile-security-product-protects-against-commjacking/
https://wjla.com/features/7-on-your-side/tips-on-how-to-protect-yourself-from-wifi-hackers
https://vimeo.com/214820891
https://cyberdefensetv.com/coronet-cybersecurity-as-a-service/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/moskowitzguy/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/doron-milchtaich-115b412/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/drorliwer/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/carmel-domshlak-5b55491/
https://www.coro.net
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 After a thorough evaluation, we found Coronet’s platform to be the 
only security tool on the market to meet all of our cloud, endpoint and 
email security needs, while also addressing our implementation and 
management requirements. Because of this, partnering with Coronet was 
a no brainer.

-AVIS

We are growing rapidly and having some of our teamwork from their own devices. most 
of our applications are cloud-based and it has made us more cyber-vulnerable than 

before. We were looking to have one solution that will cover all security aspects for us. 
When we found Coronet, we learned that not only do they provide end-to-end security, 

but they are also saving us a lot of time and money using their unique AI-based platform. 

JASON TAYLOR
Director of Information Technology, Bidtellect

Coronet was exactly what we were looking for. We had a big problem protecting internal 
information. We were looking for an efficient way to keep track of all the documents being 
shared internally and at the same time we were very aware that cloud security is much more than 
just DLP, that we need to protect the users’ identity, device, connected networks and the cloud 
application. It seemed almost unreal to find all of that in a solution that we can afford. When we 
found out that Coronet is also AI-based we understood that not only we get the protection we 
were looking for, but we’re also getting a platform that pretty much manages itself. 

RAFE HATFIELD 
CTO, Lendesk

Being one of the leading companies in our field, we deal with content and media for some 
of the biggest companies in the world. Our clients are spread around the globe and work 

in various industries. Being SOC 2 compliant is more than just a regulation for us, it’s a part 
of our business card. It is mandatory that we always stay in line with any media regulation 
or national or international compliance. Coronet was the only company who provided us 

end-to-end security and was also SOC 2 compliant. It is so reassuring to know we are in good 
hands and that we finally have both visibility and control over our entire cloud operation. 

FAHD SULTAN 
VP, Infrastructure, MediaMorph
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As we moved more and more of our operation to the cloud it became very clear to us that we 
need to protect cast data from leaking. We needed a platform that will be easy to use as we don’t 
have a big IT department to take care of it. We needed to get a clear and quick view of our users 
and operation and Coronet was able to provide us with exactly that. Now, if anything alarming 
happens, we are notified by an immediate alert from Coronet and we can even decide on ones 
that we won’t to block right on the spot. We can rest assure that our data is safe now.

ROBERT PALM
VP, Information Technology, New York City Center

Coming from MSFT to Coronet was a complete 180 change for us, a true upgrade. We couldn’t believe how 
easy it was to set up and just start working. For the first week we had the system in an observation mode, 
just to understand where we stand. After we saw the first report, we used the Coronet-recommended rules 
for threat mitigation, and that was it. We get a daily report showing us exactly what was blocked the day 
before and we can fine-tune the security rules if we need. Truly unbelievably simple to use. 

FORREST WU 
Sr. Specialist, IT, WWF CANADA 
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When we first heard about Coronet, it seemed almost too easy, to have an all-in-one 
solution that is so straight forward. With Coronet not only that we got PII, PHI & GDPR 
compliance, but it was also very cost effective. When our tech team realized how easy to 
implement the platform is, it was pretty much the cherry on top.

JACK SLAWECKI
Employee #1, Slice labs

One of the things I liked the most about Coronet is that it is configured right out of the box, requiring 
no extra effort from my team, while still covering all aspects of our cloud security. After working so hard 
with another solution trying to manage and mitigate alerts and threats, quick and easy configuration 
was very high on our list. The fact that Coronet is so cost effective is of course a huge added benefit. 

MARKUS HOCHMUTH
Systems Engineer, Wellness Corporate Solutions
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